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“ And the day came when the 

risk to remain tight in a bud 

was more painful than the risk 

it took to blossom” 

—Anaïs Nin
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Bloom...
One of my favorite quotes by Anaïs Nin, is below. It 

touches my spot inside that has been hidden, and I’m 

working on it. Hiding. That has been the challenge of 

my life this go around. Remaining tight in a bud, but now 

ready to bloom! Or, shine my light as I like to say also— 

which is why I named my company Shine...

I know it a challenge for all of us, and is 

the nugget of truth we are all here to find 

and reveal. That little (and humongous) 

part of us that contains the essence of who 

we really are. 

I don’t know why it feels safer to keep 

it hidden away. I’ve felt somehow that I 

needed to protect it, though I’m not clear on what I’m protecting myself from 

exactly. So I’m putting it out there! I’m sure you have felt the same in one way  

or another. 

This feels like the perfect time to Bloom with nature. My favorite time of year is 

watching nature come to life. I’m going to start a blog. I’ve been avoiding it, and 

I’ve been encouraged to do it, so I’m going to jump in. I’ll put the link on the 

website and on our facebook page if you are interested in taking a look. It is one 

of my steps toward blooming, and I’m going for it.

Check out the new EvolvingInspirations.com page on  

facebook, too. Soon I’m going to announce a new website 

we’re working on, where you can send inspirational  

cards, I’ll keep you posted.

In the meantime, wishing you light and love,



   ow one comes to recognize 
their potential is unique to 
each person. I can see that 
it is the journey that mat- 

ters, because it is in the continued un-
folding of life they arrive at their desti-
nation. Where that destination is, may 
it be a joyous place.

When we come upon places inside of 
us where we hold on to ‘blocks’ that 
keep us from attaining our fullest po-
tential, it can be surprising how the 
impossible becomes possible in the re-
alization of new awareness. Yes, often 
it can a long time to see how we hold 
ourselves back, but there are always 
reasons. You may have heard yourself 
say to someone, “Why didn’t I get this 
answer earlier in my life?” Or, “How 
come I am not there yet?” Or worse, 
“What’s wrong with me?” 

In these moments it is nice to turn to 
Nature and admire the roses. Flowers 
bloom at their own pace. If you notice, 
even the blooming has its own span of 
time. We are spirit having a human 
experience and it is not easy to do it 
without drama. Drama is one reason 
that many take longer than others to 
be willing to live their fullest poten-
tial. Watching the beauty of nature is a 
nice reminder of the simplicity.

We evolve at our own individual pace. 
As incarnate souls we are learning to 
be whole. In our deepest hearts, we 
want to be all that we can be, what-
ever that looks like to you. We live on 

planet Earth, where so much is a di-
chotomy.  Physically, the earth is big 
and if you are not living your passion 
in one part, you can move to another. 
If you like humidity and moisture you 
live near a lake. Or, you can choose to 
live in places that are dry like the des-
ert. The earth can be felt as warm and 
cold literally and metaphorically, at 
the same time. Like the earth we also 
experience duality within us. There is 
duality in our emotions and since we 
have a whole range of them we are 
learning and evolving with them. 

Many times the only way to know 
love is to experience fear. Once that 
has been mastered, you can hold on 
to love longer. Another duality we are 
faced with is our light and dark sides. 
There is no way around having one 
without the other, but we can learn  
to recognize our ability to embrace 
ourselves in the midst of our highs  
and lows. 

Acceptance and trusting of oneself 
makes it easier to create the change 
needed in order to bloom. Yet another 
duality within us is our male and fe-
male aspects. When brought in bal-
ance this can create a whole new you. 
You see, I believe that living a fulfilling 
life would have us embrace all of our-
selves and more.  

Meditation can really help to center 
ourselves and listen to the voice with-

in that is wiating for a chance to be 
heard.  I think that if you want to real-
ly live fully, find a meditation practice 
that you resonate with. In clairvoyant 
meditation, creating and establishing 
a bridge between the spirit and body 
enables for a more complete you. This 
meditation is done in the body rather 
than out of the body. It brings a whole 
new meaning to ‘being embodied.’ 
When you turn within, it is possible to 
recognize your own unique rhythms 
of growth. This adventure called Life, 
when taken with tenderness towards 
oneself, it helps us to takes steps to-
ward our full potential. 

Yes, we evolve at our pace, but we 
knew that already, didn’t we? When 
you feel challenged, why not take a 
puppy for a walk and see life through 
their eyes! You will be reminded of ex-
citement, love and fresh starts. Enjoy 
the beauty of the earth and watch the 
flowers bloom— you may be remind-
ed of what is occuring within you right 
now. b

Zubin Sherring is the Directory of the Clair-

voyant Center in Evanston. It is a nonprofit 

spiritual organization for anyone wanting to 

further their growth through meditation. You 

can reach her at redrose@clairvoyantcenter.

net, or 847-757-2838.

by Zubin SherringThe Journey to Blooming

H
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Birthdays, anniversaries, and other 
special occasions are times for cel-
ebrating with loved ones and enjoying 
all the merriment that goes along with 
that. It is also a marker of the passing 
of time which brings reflection and 
often new revelations. We rejoice in 
the goals already realized, and excit-
edly anticipate those that are still on 
the horizon.

I think that time is a wonderful gift 
that is given to us minute by min-
ute each day. Each of us spends our  
allotted hours in our own unique way. 
What makes each of us happy may 
vary from person to person but univer-
sally we all want to be healthy, loved 
and secure.

It seems as the years goes by, we start 
to value our time more and become 
more discerning with whom and how 
we spend it. Many of us start to turn 
our ‘someday’ goals into ‘current’ goals 
in order to seize the day right now.

We often hear of the ‘bucket list’ for 
those that don’t have much time to 
live, but I think that it is also a valu-
able list for those who want to experi-
ence more in life. It highlights what is 
important to us and provides a list of 
goals we would like to accomplish.

Without goals, I think that sometimes 
our precious lives can become direc-
tionless like sitting in front of the  
TV for more hours than is beneficial.

Usually, goals work best when fol-
lowed by some kind of time frame.  
So, if your goal is to take a vacation, 
then making plans and setting a date 
is a great way to make that desire a 
reality. Otherwise, it may stay in the 
category of ‘someday’ and never come 
to fruition.

There can be a feeling that we have all 
the time in the world to try new things 
or explore new places. However, that 
is not necessarily true. As we get older, 
we realize how precious time is, and 
that we need to make the most of each 
day right now.

Just as things change with time, so do 
many of us. What might have been a 
good idea last year; might not be true 
for us today. For example, the career 
or relationship we chose in our twen-
ties may no longer be a good fit for  
us now.

Many of us have endured certain situ-
ations or people in order to get along 
in the past but are less likely to tolerate 
those same conditions in our advanc-
ing age.

Reflecting on where we have been, and 
using that to enhance our current lives 
can be a beautiful use of our wisdom 

Make Time Valuable by Cathie Barash

and experiences. All the wonderful oc-
casions and milestones in our lives give 
us joyful reminders to make valuable 
use of our time, and not take anyone 
or anything for granted.

What goal is in your someday list that 
you can do today? Let’s create a bucket 
list of desires, and keep it where we will 
see it often as motivation to start check-
ing things off and keep blooming!. b

Cathie Barash is a relationship author and 

coach. Her book entitled, The Right Relation-

ship Starts with You, (available at Amazon.

com) will guide you into creating the ultimate 

connection with yourself and others. You can 

contact Cathie at cathie@helpwithyourlife.

com or visit her blog at www.helpwithyourlife.

wordpress.com.

Bloom Now!
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when you get the choice…And
Yes! Spring has arrived. And, after a 
long winter of bundling up, trekking 
through the slush and snow in our boots 
and warming our cars on frigid morn-
ings just long enough to get into them 
without freezing our tails off, this sea-
son is a very welcomed gift. With the 
arrival of the season, comes days filled 
with sunshine, grass turning a brilliant 
color of green and tulip bulbs making 
themselves known on the landscape, 
in an effort to share their beauty with 
all who can see them. Nature can be 
amazing, as each year she follows her 
natural course in a way that appears 
so effortless. Everything in nature re-
ceives a signal from within it, urging it 
to grow and bloom. And, this it does 
without question. Whether it’s the tree 
buds on the branches, the tulips push-
ing through the damp wet ground or 
the birds laying eggs in their nests, life 
flows naturally and easily in the world 
of plants and animals. Wouldn’t it be 
nice if our lives moved as simply as 
that? For, as human beings, all too of-
ten we seem to struggle when it comes 

to living in a natural flow. Even though 
we do get those same urgings, the call 
isn’t always answered. Most often it’s 
because for humans, to grow means 
to change; a word that makes people 
cringe when they hear it. Change is 
something most people turn away 
from as it’s often associated with pain. 
What I’ve learned, however, is that it 
isn’t the process of change that causes 
pain, but rather the avoidance of it. 

Growth is natural for all living beings. 
It comes about from the urging of 
your Soul. You may hear it as a quiet 
whisper or be faced with a big event. 
Whatever it is for you, your soul is 
calling you to push yourself up and 
out through the soil of life to express 
yourself fully as the grandest version 
you can be. For at some point before 
your birth, you chose the best les-
sons to experience that would get you 
there. Now, your life is lovingly pro-
viding any number of opportunities 
for your soul to accomplish that very 
thing; for it to experience growth and 

“ I hope you never fear those  

mountains in the distance,

  Never settle for the  

path of least resistance

  Living’ might mean taking’ chances  

but they’re worth taking,

  Loving might be a mistake,  

but it’s work making”…

 — From the song:  

I Hope You Dance 

by Mark D. Sanders & Tia Sillers
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by Alyse Rynor, lcsw

give in and go with the flow. Life is the 
same. The blade of grass underground 
feels the warmth from the sunlight 
above it through the tiniest of cracks 
in the sidewalk. Yet, it doesn’t get 
upset that it is sitting there as a tiny 
seed underneath the concrete, with 
great determination, it wiggles and 
winds its way around rocks, dirt and 
pebbles until it finally pushes through 
that crack to express itself fully as the 
blade of grass it was meant to be. You 
are no different than that simple blade 
of grass. You have the same urgings in-
side of you and your soul knows this. 

As you read this, you may now be feel-
ing the call of your soul to transform 
and grow. Here are some suggestions 
to get you started:

1) Notice where in your life you 
might be experiencing an uncomfort-
able situation. This could an oppor-
tunity calling to you showing up as a 
marriage or relationship problem or 
trouble at work, for example. 

2) Discover what it is you might be 
afraid of facing in that situation. May-
be you fear being alone or that you 
will never find love again. Or, perhaps 
you are sure if you speak up for some-
thing you need at your job that it will 
have some type of fall back for you.

3) Finally, see if you can make one 
small change for yourself to do some-
thing differently to move yourself 
back into the flow of your life. Maybe 
try stepping out of one old habit and 
try a new behavior; give a compliment 
instead of a criticism for example. 
Or, tell your co-worker you prefer 
to eat lunch on your own, instead of  
appeasing her/him and doing what 
they want. 

Pick one thing that feels do-able and 
give it a try. Just like going to the 
gym, you’ll be strengthening yourself 
by practicing, only this time it will be 
from the inside, out. Doing so will nur-
ture your Soul and allow you to make 
changes at your own pace. 

It’s your time to bloom and grow. So, 
trust your soul and know that it has 
all of the answers for you. Remember 
that growth is a natural process and 
life calls to you to continue to grow at 
every opportunity. Notice them. And 
be aware that when you choose from a 
place of love, you choose to live in the 
natural flow of your life. I invite you 
to step into the very thing you think 
would be difficult, but somewhere in-
side of you, you know is necessary for 
your growth… “and when you get the 
choice to sit it out or dance… I hope 
you dance. “ b

Alyse Rynor, LCSW 

practices Holistic Psy-

chotherapy in Evanston. 

She is the founder of Soul 

Choice Counseling and 

takes a Mind, Body & 

Spirit approach to helping you restore balance 

and wellbeing in your life. Hours by appoint-

ment. Insurance accepted. (847) 840-0884 

email: alyse.lcsw@gmail.com 

Web site: www.soulchoicecounseling.
com 

expansion. These opportunities aren’t 
always easy. Sometimes they show 
up as relationship difficulties, family 
upset or issues around career, money 
or health. Other ways they may pres-
ent you with opportunity is through 
struggles with addiction, over eating 
or bad habits. Whatever it is, it will 
be an attempt to grab your attention 
for the purpose of encouraging you to 
grow. When this happens, it’s so easy 
to complain about how difficult life 
can be, when – if looked at from the 
perspective of your soul’s growth – it is 
actually a gift you’re being given. You 
are being called to step into the most 
difficult task for you at that moment, 
to strengthen and prepare you to live 
at the next level of your life.

However, because you are human, you 
will always have the ability to choose 
whether or not you want to accept the 
challenge to grow or to simply remain 
standing still. The tulip in springtime 
doesn’t have that same choice, but you 
do. And, the choices you make will 
either take you towards an inspiring 
future or keep you stuck in the past. 
It will either feed your energy or rob 
you of it. That’s because your choices 
come only from one of two places. 
They will either come out of a place of 
love or they will be made as the result 
of fear. 

When you avoid or ignore opportuni-
ties for growth (and they don’t always 
announce themselves so easily) it’s 
similar to trying to hold your row-
boat in one place on a raging river. It 
takes a lot of energy, effort and even-
tual physical pain – and you can’t do it 
for very long. The problems will only 
grow bigger as you stand there, until it 
either turns into a catastrophe or you 
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Financial healing: from bud to bloom

Your Finances

By Julie Murphy Casserly

37 Women Share Their Journeys From
Toxic Relationships to Self Empowerment

The Woman I’ve Become

Available from Amazon and Other Retailers

By local author Pat LaPointe

“This anthology covers the whole spectrum of relationships  from 
childhood to womanhood. I found myself cheering for 
these courageous women who shared their stories. I wish I could 
thank each one for the hope and inspiration they provided.”

Few people can find much fault with 
spring. As the temperatures warm up, 
we brush off the winter blues and look 
forward to everything this new season 
has to offer. This time of year encour-
ages many of us to get our homes in 
order; spring cleaning, giving away 
old clothes or even something as sim-
ple as a new hair color are all ways we 
welcome the sun and blue skies. 

For others, however, this time of year 
represents something a bit deeper: 
new life. The grass slowly gets greener, 
leaves reappear on the trees and flow-
ers begin go from buds to blooms. 

How much does this resemble what’s 
happening in your life right now? 
As we get comfortable in the second 
quarter of 2013, this is a good time 
to evaluate where you are financially. 
For some of you, this may be an exer-
cise in comparison: where you are to 
where wanted to be, where you are to 
where your friends are; where you are 
to where you should be. 

Peaks and valleys

A big reason why I don’t like the typi-
cal financial advice is because it’s a 
one-size-fits-all approach to a con-

your goal – whatever that goal may 
be – enjoy that season. Look back at 
how much you’ve accomplished both 
physically and emotionally to get to 
where you are. And when you take in-
ventory of your journey from bud to 
bloom, you’ll appreciate all the work 
it took in your “winter” to get you to 
your “spring.” b

Julie Murphy Casserly, 
CFP® , CLU, ChFC, is 
a 17-year veteran of the 
financial services indus-
try and founder of JMC 
Wealth Management in 

Chicago. Julie helps people understand how 
their emotional attitudes and behaviors affect 
how they earn, spend and save. To purchase 
her award-winning book, “The Emotion Be-
hind Money,” sign up for her “Weekly Wis-
doms for Wealth” e-newsletter, and to read her 
blog, please visit http://www.JulieMurphy-
Casserly.com. Connect with her on Twitter @

JulieMCasserly!

*The tips above may not be suitable for all people, 
and JMC Wealth Management advises clients on 
their investment strategies on an individual basis.

sumer base that is diverse. Each of us 
is unique; we bring a specific personal-
ity and circumstance to our finances. 
So why do we beat ourselves up about 
money by comparing where we are to 
others? 

Regardless of what others are doing, 
know that you can have a healthy 
relationship with your finances when 
you accept that it is a process. Creat-
ing your ideal financial life means go-
ing through some growing pains. You 
will have setbacks. You may fall down 
a few times and feel discouraged. But 
you will also learn, grow and evolve. 
The tough moments will give you in-
sight to what really matters and your 
resolve will strengthen with each ob-
stacle you overcome. 

From bud to bloom

As you walk through your journey 
of financial healing, know that those 
valleys are just a sign that you’re mak-
ing progress. Your goals aren’t farther 
away, and you aren’t a failure because 
of a few misguided choices. 

The road to financial healing won’t 
come easy, but when you finally reach 



“ As a lotus flower is born in water, grows in 

water and rises out of water to stand above 

it unsoiled, so I, born in the world, raised in 

the world having overcome the world, live 

unsoiled by the world”  
                                                  –Buddha
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So many people have commented to 
me that I like to have “deep” conversa-
tions. I was thinking about this today, 
the spark being the horrific bombings 
at the Boston Marathon, and explor-
ing what type of events might occur 
for a person to behave in such a way 
toward others.

I had a flash of insight. Which al-
ways feels so obvious to me once 
the thought occurs that I wonder if I 
should even put it into words. At the 
urging of some close friends and col-
leagues, I am going to do just that.

The Truth. The truth is the truth. What 
became crystal clear to me is that when 
someone is “speaking deeply” about 
subjects and things like this, the depth 
we are referring to is nothing but mov-
ing past the walls of crap (for lack of 
a better word) that we have build up 
surrounding ourselves, for whatever 
reason. The truth is always the truth. It 
isn’t deep in itself. It is there, always is, 
always has been. Deep, shallow, ever 
present. Going deep just refers to wad-
ing through the layers we have created. 
I emphasize We Have Created, since it 
is us, individually and collectively that 
creates these layers. Be it out of fear, 
(usually it is basically this, though we 
call it and divide it up into many, many 
things, more layers) or circumstances 
we avoid facing, that’s it.

This is changing my entire outlook, 
yet it feels like I always knew it, just 
without the words to express for my 
own understanding.

Let’s all get deep. The sooner the  
better. Like the lotus that blossoms 
with it’s roots buried in mud far be-
neath, the truth is always there waiting 
to be understood, and it’s reflection is 
always present. 

The lotus flower repre-
sents a symbol of for-
tune in Buddhism. It 
grows in muddy water, 
and it is this environ-
ment that gives forth the 
flower’s first and most 
literal meaning: rising 
and blooming above the 
murk to achieve enlight-
enment.

The second meaning, 
which is related to the 
first is purification. It re-
sembles the purifying of 
the spirit which is born into murkiness. 

We have the answers we are looking 
for, the challenge is having the cour-
age to wade through, dig deeply, or 
just see around, it doesn’t have to be 
the treacherous journey we make it 
into. We are already there.

Laurie Buchanen shared this question 
in a post this week—what color is  
silence to you? or words to that  
effect. The image that came up for me 
was “clear”. Because to me, silence is 
clear. It is there, but all things are still 
present within it— it didn’t contain an 
overlaying color that hid anything, it 
just is.

Silence, truth—clarity. All are pres-
ent, and the experience is completely 
transparent and open. White. They 
say the color white represents all col-
ors. There it is again… Clarity.

in Bloom

by Debbie Mackall

Depth

Debbie is the editor and pub-

lisher of Evolving Your Spirit. 

She works as a commercial  

visual designer, business owner and is very  

interested in helping to connect and promote 

awareness and personal growth. With the help 

of various teachers and study, her awareness 

has been developing spontaneously with spirit 

guidance and grace.



Reaching for the Sun

productive. It’s not to be confused with 
self-discipline, which is the force we 
need to exert to keep ourselves doing 
what we don’t really want to do. Self-
discipline becomes necessary when 
we’re acting on what we believe we 
should do rather than what our heart 
wants. It’s fueled by our fear and we 
act because we’re afraid of what will 
happen if we don’t. 

By contrast, will is fueled by love. It’s 
the energy we put behind things we’re 
passionate about. When we’re pursu-
ing our dreams, we may experience 
challenges or feel resistance but the 
energy to push through comes more 
readily. We handle the boring chores 
and obstacles of life easily when 
they’re steps toward our heart-felt 
desires. 

While the energy of willpower in 
service to our dreams is 

easier to call up than 
self-discipline to-
ward those things 
we have no passion 

for, will still needs to 
be developed. It’s like 

a muscle: if we don’t ex-
ercise it, it becomes weak. 

When we seldom use our will, 
it’s not there when we need it, 
much the same as when we 

seldom exercise our bodies and 
find even the simplest exertion 

leaving us breathless. 

Three Aspects of Will

I think of will as having three dis-
tinct and equally important com-
ponents. The first is courage. Cour-

age includes obvious acts of heroism 
and bold action in the face of real or 
perceived danger, but it comes into 

play in more subtle ways as well. 

This time of year — mid-spring— is all 
about growing: light, warmth and veg-
etation are all on the rise. The essence 
of May can be captured in the image 
of plants reaching toward the sun at 
the stage just before they tumble over, 
pulled down by the weight of their 
own abundant growth. In the seasons’ 
never-ending interplay of light and 
dark, now is when light is most on the 
rise. The peak, which comes in June 
with the summer solstice—we can see 
them growing stronger every day. As 
a personal metaphor for growth, 
Blooming embodies the energy, 
aliveness and passion of reach-
ing for the heavens and pursu-
ing our dreams. So, if there’s 
something you’ve wanted to 
do but never seem to find the 
time or energy for it, now’s  
the time!

However, to me, passion alone isn’t 
enough to bring our dreams to life. 
What makes the difference between 
exuberant, undirected bursts of energy 
and productive manifestation is will. 
Passion without will is like a tomato 
plant that’s left to grow like a weed 
without a stake. There may be toma-
toes but they’re all on the ground rot-
ting and buggy.

Will is our power to get the job  
done, to put dreams into action and 

make our cre-
ativity truly 
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by Lynn Woodland



Any new venture requires a step be-
yond what we know and, consequent-
ly, a step out of our comfort zone. For 
example, if you haven’t exercised in 
twenty years, going to the gym for the 
first time can be a courageous act.

The second aspect of will is strength. 
This is the willingness to work hard  
at something, draw upon all our re-
sources and apply ourselves fully. No 
matter how much courage it took to 
join the gym, that’s not enough! We 
need to actually get on the equip-
ment and give it our best, until we’ve 
applied all our physical strength and 
emotional fortitude.

Last, but far from least, comes commit-
ment. This is where, after courageously 
joining the gym and working out fero-
ciously, we come back and do it again. 
And again, and again… Commitment 
is the willingness to follow through 
on our intentions and act with consis-
tency, even when it’s become a little 
boring, because we know it’s in service 
to our highest aspirations. Commit-
ment lacks the high energy of apply-
ing strength and the adrenalin rush of 
courage but without it, the tremen-
dous energy expenditure of the first 
two can wind up being for nothing.

Most of us are better at one of these 
than the others, and we may be com-
fortable with applying all three in 
certain contexts. A firefighter who ex-
hibits obvious courage in his job may 
quiver in fear when it comes to taking 
emotional risks. People who are excel-
lent at keeping their commitments to 
others may not be able to summons 
the energy to keep the ones they 
make to themselves. The more we de-
velop an over-reliance on comfortable 
strengths, the more we limit ourselves 
and become weak. 

Just as will becomes weak when not 
used, the good news is that we can 
grow it stronger with practice. So, if 
you have a special dream, why not 
make now the time to grow it? Offer 
a small effort and let the energy of the 
season carry you higher. To get you 
started, here are some calisthenics for 
the will:

Calisthenics for  
Developing Willpower

Identify your most passionate goal 
and think of one step you could take 
toward it that would push you out of 
your comfort zone, requiring some 
courage. Next, think of something 
you could do in service to this goal 
that would test your strength and take 
some real effort on your part. And fi-
nally, think of one small action toward 
furthering your dream that you’re will-
ing to do every day for a month in a 
committed way. 

Now, of course, it’s time to get mov-
ing! If this goal is truly something dear 
to your heart, considering taking this 
challenge and discover for yourself 
how far passion and will combined can 
take you. b

Lynn Woodland is author 

of Making Miracles—

Create New Realities for 

Your Life and Our World, 

from Namaste Publishing 

and creator of The Miracles Course, an online 

coaching program for living a miraculous life. 

Lynn welcomes your comments: lynn@lyn-

nwoodland.com. More on her work at www.

LynnWoodland.com.
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847-488-0041
rivian@comcast.net

www.empoweryourspirit.net

Empowerment
Counseling

helps find what is holding
you back

Coaching
assists you to move forward

Classes & Treatments
Tuning Forks

help bring one back into
vibrational balance

Reiki
provides energy to self-heal 

causes/symptoms of dis-ease

Raindrop
uses essential oils
to purify the body

Aura Photos
provide information to guide you 

along life’s path

Individual Aura Photo 
Interpretations & Aura Photo 

Parties are available

Meditation CDs
help achieve a sense of

peace & wellness

Rivian combines traditional
methods & holistic

modalities to assist you in
regaining your health & power.

“All it takes is one bloom of hope to make a spiritual garden.” –Terri Guillemets
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Discover the Power by Maggie Wilkinsto Bloom
Bloom… Bloom… and Bloom… just 
saying the word bloom seems to bring 
a vibration of an opening in my chest. 
The energy is soft and expanding just 
like spring. How magical to witness 
spring. How the air changes and the 
earth begins to bloom. All around you 
life is happening. 

When in bloom, a flower is allowed 
to show its colors and offer it’s unique 
scent. It is in bloom that we witness 
the visual display that can bring awe 
to the beholder. Now that the earth 
has rested and prepared to bloom, 
so we too follow. The winter season 
brought in changes for many of us and 
in that transformation, most took the 
opportunity to rest, preparing for the 

harmony to follow. When we were 
preparing the ground, so to speak, the 
new seeds may have felt like they we 
were twisting and turning, even mak-
ing us feel upside down and right side 
up, shaking us at the core. for me, this 
means we were were preparing the new 
fertile ground to allow our bloom. 

If you have not felt the bloom inside 
yet, this is perfectly natural and in 
perfect timing. How fabulous that we 
have nature around us to show that 
flowers bloom at all different times. 

My favorite is the Sunflower. They re-
quire a lot of energy, building up from 
the sun, before their magnificent abun-
dance is seen. I think it is the flower of 
smiles, and blooms only when it is full 

from the sun’s energy. If you are a 
later bloomer like the sun-

flower, we will wait 
for the power of 

your bright light to bloom. For now it 
can help to be still; allowing who you 
are to prepare for your bloom.

Do not be shy in your bloom— flow-
ers don’t. Speak it, sing it, and dance it 
for all to see. 

I remember as a child someone told 
me a story of this old woman saying 
(something like this). “If I was to live 
life over again, I would sing more, 
dance more and take off my shoes 
and walk bare foot in the grass”. YES 
YES YES, the grass is calling for us to 
take off our shoes and walk on mother 
earth. Some Native Americans call the 
grass mother earths’ hair and say that 
when we walk on it barefoot we are 
brushing her hair. Now cool is that!

Eckhart Tolle once said to me that our 
attention is powerful and when we 
move it to the trees and flowers they 
know we see them and they seem to 
stand tall and slowly move towards us. 
We are no different when we move our 
attention to another to witness their 
bloom we see the grace of God in ac-
tion that is filled with the fragment of 
our soul.

I too have found deep inner reflection 
this winter, and offer my bloom to you 
this June when I am back in Chicago. 
Pink Floyd came to mind: “Shine on, 
you crazy diamond” – shine … allow 
your bloom to be added to the bou-
quet of life. b

Maggie Wilkins was 

working for Eckhart Tolle 

when he first published 

The Power of Now  . She 

now works and teaches 

in Mai in Thailand, and 

will be back in Chicago teaching this Spring.
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SomEonE You ShoulD knoW

Born in India in an atmosphere of a spiritually rich, culturally diverse and col-
orful background, Bhashkar Perinchery traveled extensively in connection with 
his work and on his own initiative, experiencing and practicing various forms of 
spiritual and mystical teachings. He came in contact with innumerable mystics, 
masters and religious leaders of diverse approaches. This period had a profound 
impact on his life.

For over 35 years Bhashkar has been teaching the art of inner growth and the 
‘flowering’ of the human potential all over the world. His attempt is to create 
space which allows us to inquire, to experience and to discover the different di-
mensions of our reality, and for that he has developed a variety of active medita-
tion techniques now also offered on a daily basis at the I.M.U. Chicago.

In 1997, he was invited to come to the US. He has lectured at Universities and 
various institutes around the country. In 1998, he came to lead events and talks 
during the Martin Luther King-Mahatma Gandhi-Peace Celebrations. Since then 
Bhashkar has been offering various sessions and events in and around Chicago 
every year.

His publications and articles explore world peace, ecological balance, reclaim-
ing one’s divinity through meditation and awareness practices, and understanding 
oneself more deeply. These include The Secret of Ecstatic Living and The Source of Joy 
Within, which contains reminders and practical methods that can be applied in 
everyday life situations. A gentle, joyful, and easygoing approach to self-growth 
and awareness. A lot of this video material is also available on YouTube and on the 
website www.lifesurfing.org. b

Bhashkar will be offering talks, workshops and individual sessions this summer 
in Rogers Park from July 5–7, and a meditation retreat in Wisconsin from June 
9–14. Information can be found on the Imu website at www.lifesurfing.org or by 
calling 773-262-1468.

Bhashkar Perinchery
A Spiritual Mystic Coming to Chicago

Maggie Wilkins 
WHOLE LIFE EXPO 

Saturday, June 1st, 6:00 p.m. 

Maggie will be offering a  
workshop based on her two-year 

study with Thai Monks on  
Ancient Buddhism and the 

authentic meaning of  Karma.  
Or see Maggie at her expo booth. 

maggie@maggiewilkins.com  
www.maggiewilkins.com
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Are you a midlife woman who doesn’t 
understand what is happening to your 
body and mind?

Have you told your doctor how you’re 
feeling and were you dismissed with 
medications or hormone replacement 
therapy?

Do you feel overwhelmed by the  
volume of information available about 
managing midlife and peri-meno-
pause?

I am not only a practicing internist, but 
a midlife woman. I have been helping 
midlife women for over two decades 
with their menopausal symptoms and 
have gained significant personal in-
sight about how little support is cur-
rently available for us.

During my forties I noticed my body 
and energy level change. I began to 
feel tired and heavy. I also felt restless 
and had trouble sleeping through the 
night. I looked for answers to these 
symptoms in my medical books and 
journal articles. I even went to my  
gynecologist to understand why I  
was feeling this way. All she had for 
me were prescription drugs and hor-
mone replacement therapy. She told 
me I entered the category in life 
known as peri-menopause. “It’s down-
hill from here” she said. My visit was 
a huge disappointment. As a scientist 

and a problem solver, I was deter-
mined to understand why I was hav-
ing these symptoms and what I could 
do to restore my sense of health and 
well-being.

I found a lot written on this subject. 
What I read was theoretical, not prac-
tical and it did not address the deep-
er aspects of what I was looking for. 
Why did my soul feel restless? Why 
did I feel emotional ‘heaviness’? Why 
was my body changing in this way 
and why were issues resurfacing that 
I thought were solved? I was forty-two 
when I began to feel this way. I was an 
intelligent and dynamic woman who 
had lived a very healthy lifestyle. I had 
also created a successful medical prac-
tice and on the surface, appeared to be 
at the top of my game. Deep inside, I 
felt empty and disconnected. My mar-
riage felt deeply unsupportive and I 
found myself less able to tolerate the 
disrespectful ways I was being treated. 
It was as if I could no longer compro-
mise myself to adapt. My tolerance for 
the superficial was receding. I found 
myself being more reactive and angry.

What I discovered was that hormonal 
shifts in my body, normal during this 
stage of life, brought with them emo-
tional and soul shifts that were offer-
ing me an opportunity to take a look at 
my life from a deeper perspective.

This time in a woman’s life holds im-
mense transformational power. When 
a woman arrives at this gateway her 
hormones shift and she recalibrates 
her identity. She is meant to question 
who she has pretended to be and move 
deep into her authentic self. Our soci-
ety deems this a ‘midlife crisis’. I like to 
think of it as an alchemical process of 

Midlife as a Gateway to Authenticity

The following is a continuation of our series by 

Dr Rose Kumar, MD, concerning the spiritu-

al, physical and emotional challenges facing 

women in Midlife. For men, this can open the 

doorway to understanding some of the chal-

lenges a woman in your life might be facing.

B L O O M I N G



Your Guide on Your 
Healing Journey 

Healing Touch Therapy

Akashic Records

Aromatherapy 

Crystal Therapy

Bengsten Energy Healing

Chakra Therapy

Color Harmonics

Crystal Therapy

Sacred Geometry Therapy

Integrative Nutrition

773-216-9882
www.Pathwaystolight.org

Let us help start you 
on your healing journey.

Call for an 
appointment today.
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becoming real. Women need to learn 
how to take care of themselves through 
this gateway and beyond. They need 
to learn how to use the framework of 
transformation to connect with their 
intrinsic power and truth. At this junc-
ture, women are in need of balance at 
all levels. Most of us live unbalanced 
lives up to this point, taking care of 
others, but neglecting to take care of 
ourselves. As our bodies change we are 
called to heal our self-neglect.

I would like to offer some simple  
solutions to support your midlife trans-
formation:

1.  Work with a physician who can 
help you balance your hormones, 
not replace them. Bio-identical hor-
mones are much safer alternatives 
to synthetic ones. They can quickly 
restore your feeling of well-being 
when used correctly in small doses.

2.  Acupuncture can make a signifi-
cant difference in your well-being 
particularly if you are having a dif-
ficult time with menopausal symp-
toms such as hot flashes and night 
sweats.

3.  Have your thyroid levels checked. 
Make sure your physician orders a 
thyroid panel to provide a better 
understanding of the status of your 
thyroid as it can become sluggish 
during midlife.

4.  Clean up your diet. Change your 
diet to one that is mostly organic 
and plant based. A plant based diet 
has been shown to significantly 
lower the risk of heart disease, dia-
betes and cancer, three of the most 
common diseases in midlife and  
beyond.

By Kalpana (Rose) M. Kumar, M.D

5.  Begin taking omega-3 supplements 
and vitamin D. They will decrease 
inflammation and strengthen your 
immune system, reducing the risk 
of disease.

6.  Make aerobic exercise a priority. At 
least 20 minutes of exercise, 6 days 
a week is needed for stress reduc-
tion and cardiac health.

7.  Incorporate massage therapy, yoga 
and meditation in your life. It helps 
heal stress and bring you into con-
tact with your authentic self.

8.  Work with a psychotherapist to 
gain a better understanding of your 
needs and desires and to dismantle 
the parts of you that no longer serve 
your life.

9.  Make a commitment to be true to 
yourself and seek a deeper sense of 
meaning every day.

I invite you to reframe midlife from a 
time of crisis to transformation. The 
best years of your life are ahead of 
you. Grace them with understanding 
and compassion so you can experience 
the power and sacredness of your au-
thentic self. b

Kalpana (Rose) M. Kumar 

M.D. is CEO and Medi-

cal Director of The Ommani  

Center for Integrative Medi-

cine, Pewaukee, WI www.ommanicenter.com 

Author of Becoming Real: Harnessing the 

Power of Menopause for Health and Success, 

Medial Press



ResourcesEvolving

Therese’s heart-centered practice helps indi-
viduals and couples connect to the love within 
and between them so they can create the joyful 
and purposeful lives they are meant to live.
In her experience, unconditional love is the 
sacred bridge that connects each of us to our 
heart’s wisdom and our soul’s path.

www.SacredBridges.org

Therese Evans, PhD
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Whatever you are not changing, you are 
choosing. Working with the whole person, 
Laurie helps you turn intention into action; 
taking you from where you are, to where you 
want to be — body, mind, and spirit.  
815-276-7173 www.HolEssence.com

Clairvoyant | Indigo Child Facilitator | 
Reiki Master Teacher | Soul Memory Discovery.
847-509-8289 | micheleheather1@yahoo.com 
PO Box 1242 | Northbrook, IL 60065

A holistic psychotherapist, licensed marriage & 
family therapist, and Hypnotherapist with 25+ 
years of experience specializing in complemen-
tary/alternative approaches including past life 
regression (trained by Dr. Brian Weiss), Energy 
Psychology: EMDR, EFT, HMR and hypno-
therapy. 847-438-7878

Learn the Spiritual Art of Bliss, Joy and  
Happiness. Transform the dormant part 
of you into the Living Love of you. In the  
tradition of the great Spiritual Masters, Tod 
is a living enlightened teacher who is sharing 
seeds of bliss. Meditation, Kundalini, Energy  
Submerging and Truth Gatherings with Seekers 
are held. 630.708.8871 

The Hands-of-Faith Holistic Healing Center offers 
Therapeutic Massage/Bodywork, Integrative 
Shiatsu, Hot Stone Therapy, Acupressure, 
Reiki, EFT, Hypnosis, and Health & Wellness 
Coaching or a combination of therapies. Most 
insurance accepted. Please call 630-416-9632 
or visit our website. Naperville location.

Holistic clutter clearing to make space for 
what you want in your life. Certified Profes-
sional Organizer with a Life Coach back-
ground can work with you to organize your 
home or office, get your home ready to sell 
and even help with a move. Let’s co-create a 
customized plan for you!

www.holessence.com

www.micheleheather1.com

www.ClutterCoach.com www.SusanWisehart.com www.todcage.com

www.hands-of-faith.com

We’re happy to present these fantastic resources to assist you in your growth and 

evolving spirit! They are all committed to supporting us in reaching our goals 

whether emotional, creative, spiritual or otherwise.

To advertise here contact our Debbie Mackall at debbie@evolvingyourspirit.

com or call her at 847-726-2093. 

Susan Wisehart, ms, lmft, cht Spiritual healings with Tod

Alternative healing & Wellness Center

Clutter Coach Company

laurie Buchanan, PhD

michele heather

Holistic Practitioner with over 20 years of 
experience providing energetic healing, 
energetic psychology, hypnotherapy, past life 
regression, and intuitive development through 
pr ivate sessions and seminars. Healing to 
Achieve a Higher Degree of Health,  
Happiness, Enlightenment & Soul Purpose

Christine Sonnen | 847-438-2529

Energetic healing/ Emotional Release

The Divine Guidance Team can provide answers 
to your life’s questions. Angelic and celestial 
messages are available through private readings, 
live events and CDs, DVDs, books and more. 
Visit or call us to learn more or make a private 
reading appointment. 847-246-3653

www.IlluminatedEngagements.com

Illuminated Engagements
Centre for Whole-Being
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Please support the advertisers 
of Evolving Your Spirit! 

Their participation in this issue 
makes it possible to print 

and distribute the magazine  
for you. 

We offer our heartfelt gratitude 
to them and the great services 

they are offering to  
our community.

Use evolvingyourspirit.com for 
free features and information!

Sign up to receive our monthly Calendar of Events!
It’s sent to your email address on the first of every month, 

and contains of all kinds of great events and classes 
happening in and around the Chicago area. Just enter your email.  

We promise to keep it confidential.

online Professional Directory 
Find phone numbers, addresses, websites and  

information about local practitioners. 

This issue, as well all past issues are up there too

Stay Tuned!
We have plans in the works in collaboration 

with Sue Opeka from The Present Moment to sponsor 
some of the Top Speakers in the country!

We’ll keep you informed on local happenings and what 
we’re planning— go to facebook.com/evolvingyourspirit 

www.evolvingyourspirit.com

Psychotherapy and dream work for individuals 
and couples in a safe, non-judgmental environ-
ment. Specialties include depression, drug and 
alcohol issues, anxiety, and relational conflicts. 
BCBS accepted. Evanston location. 

847-424-9304 | 28blackbirds@earthlink.net

Dr. Peter W. Demuth
Clinical Psychologist & Jungian Analyst

Light beams are focused at the chakras through 
seven pure quartz crystals. Alternating lights 
have a balancing effect on the body. The treat-
ment influences body, mind, spirit in a positive 
way in order to stimulate healing.
Rita Bord, chhc, aadp  | 847-345-0988  
SunGates Center, Wheeling

Like us on facebook, and you’ll receive free 
quotes and other inspirations to brighten your 
day, or to share with your friends. Your own 
inspirations and favorite quotes are always 
welcome. Please join us!

www.sngWellness.com

facebook.com/evolvinginspirations.com

Cristal light healing

Evolving Inspirations
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by Laurie Buchanan

vital to the quality of our existence; 
our human experience. Joy and peace 
of mind begin and reside in the heart. 
Like seedlings, they must be nurtured 
in order to grow and flourish. Part of 
the cultivating process includes weed-
ing— a task that’s necessary for a 
healthy garden.

Weeds are a gardener’s nemesis. They 
vary depending on geographic loca-
tion, but the most common garden 
weeds include crabgrass, pigweed, 
chickweed, lambsquarters, and purs-
lane. Not limited by geographic loca-
tion, internal weeds include frustra-
tion, impatience, bitterness, anger, and 
guilt. Deep rooted, they can take over 
and choke out the blooms and blos-
soms of joy, hope, and peace of mind.

A well-tended inner environment  
enhances our ability to experience un-
limited potential and possibility; to 
explore our understanding of who we 
are, and to fulfill our life’s purpose. The 
return on investment for internal self-
care is tremendous. It yields riotous 
blossoms, vivid with the beautiful col-
ors of gratitude, self-acceptance, love, 
forgiveness, patience, and kindness. 

Poet May Sarton wrote, “Gardening 
is an instrument of grace.” May you 
know the joy that comes from sharing 
bouquets from your heart. Happy gar-
dening! b

Board Certified with the 

American Association of 

Drugless Practitioners, 

Laurie Buchanan is a ho-

listic health practitioner 

and transformational life coach. Her areas 

of focus are energy medicine, inner alchemy, 

and spiritual awareness. Please visit her 

website at HolEssence.com and her blog at  

TuesdaysWithLaurie.com. 

in Bloom

When purchasing a plant from a  
nursery we typically receive a care  
information card that includes instruc-
tions for planting, lighting, watering, 
and feeding so the plant has the best 
chance to thrive in its new location. If 
we deviate from the instructions, the 
plant can’t live up to its full potential.

As human beings, we have several 
aspects to care for: physical, mental, 
emotional, and spiritual. Most of us 
have the physical dimension down  
pat — we feed, exercise, and give our 
body rest when it needs it. But what 
about the mental, emotional, and spir-
itual aspects?

Somewhat like a building, our body is 
the structure we reside in. And while 
it’s incredibly important, the interi-
or— inner landscape— is even more 
so. Frank Lloyd Wright, the father of 
organic architecture said, “The reality 
of a building is the space within. And 
what you put into that space will af-
fect how you live in it and what you 
become. Don’t clutter the place with 
stuff that does not ennoble it.” 

The same is true for our inner garden. 
The ecology of our internal space is 

“ Let us be grateful to the people who 

make us happy; they are the charming 

gardeners who make our souls blossom.” 

– Marcel Proust

Soul



Let’s get started!

Debbie Mackall is the 
Creative Director and artistic 

visionary of Shine Visual Communications.
She will personally oversee your project,
designing and producing your materials

to provide the most dynamic and impressive 
image for your company.

As needed, we will provide all of your 
media needs from design, writing 

and websites through printed materials 
and delivery.

See our website for samples 
of satisfied customers.

847-726-2093
debbie@shinevc.com

www.shinevc.com

website design  |  business cards

brochures |  ads  |  books  

all visual collateral
for your marketing needs

1418 W Howard St at Sheridan Rd, Chicago IL 60626

Inner Metamorphosis University
773-262-1IMU (468)

We offer a daily practice
Learn to Meditate

Meditation

Feldenkrais

Tai Chi

Yoga

Movies

Raw Food

Retreats & more…

Video & Audio
Free at
Lifesurfing.org

See our event listings!
www.Lifesurfing.org



by Susanne
Psychic Readings & Meditation

If you have questions or concerns regarding:

Where is my love relationship going?

When will I find my soul mate?

Will I be able to reunite?

Can I trust my partner?

What is the right career path?

When will I have self happiness and fulfillment?

What must I do to have a clear journey in my life?

What is stopping me from my goals?

and much more!
My meditations offer clarity to the mind, body and 

spirit; Clarity to your physical life and spiritual being;  

Will release any unwanted energy, unwanted memo-

ries, or unwanted emotions that the aura is holding 

onto; Will tune all seven of your chakras and balance 

your energy field.  Forget medication and start with 

meditation.

• Reuniting Loved Ones

• Removing All Sources of Negativity

• Past Life Regression

• Aura Cleansing

• Chakra Balancing

• Removing Unwanted Energy

• All Spiritual Cleansing

Gifted Psychic Chakra Master with 15 years of experience in the field of:

Two locations to serve you:  Algonquin and Arlington Heights

Call 847-255-3822 for appointment   $25 off a full life reading


